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Project Descriptions & Design Issues:

The two schemes proposed in the feasibility study address important civic and urban issues relating to public space. The main terminal’s open floor plan will create a destination where passengers become as much of an attraction as the terminal itself. As a result, the terminal will serve dual roles as a public gathering space and an intermodal transfer station to eventually become an identifiable point of reference and landmark in Miami Beach.

The Intermodal Center program will include a light maintenance component, storage for 15 buses, and passenger amenities, as well as a dispatch room, employee restrooms, common rooms and changing areas. Heavy maintenance will occur at the Dade / Pinetree site which currently functions as the city’s maintenance yard.

17th Street and Washington Avenue Site
The 17th Street and Washington Avenue is bound on the north by 17th Street; on the east by Washington Avenue; on the west by Pennsylvania Avenue and on the south by Lincoln Lane. The site accommodates a variety of different uses in addition to the Intermodal Center. These uses include ground level retail along Washington Avenue and 17th Street, and parking for 1600 cars. The north-south orientation of the terminal building reinforces the pedestrian connection between 17th Street and Lincoln Road. The link is created by enhancing Drexel Avenue as a pedestrian-friendly through street that addresses both the main terminal to the east and a linear mixed-use building to the west.

Convention Center Site
The Convention Center / City Hall site is bound on the north by the current Convention Center parking lot; on the west by a row of residential buildings; on the east by the Convention Center and on the south by City Hall and its parking lot. The main terminal is located between Meridian Avenue and Convention Center Drive. This east-west orientation will create a public street to directly link the intermodal facility and City Hall. This newly reclaimed public thoroughfare will enhance both the pedestrian and vehicular experience of what could be an emerging civic center. The project also includes parking spaces for 1000 cars and accommodates the City Hall expansion.
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